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PREFACE

The African Development Bank (ADB) and the Economic Commission for

Africa (ECA) are two institutions with a common objective of promoting the

economic and social development of Africa. The ADB, on one hand, is empowered

by its statutes to mobilize resources and to finance development projects and

programmes. The ECA, on the other hand, by virtue of its mandate, is concerned

with a whole spectrum of development issues. In the present situation when the

region is going through a crisis characterised by falling external demand,

growing current account deficits, mounting external debt service payments, it

has been felt necessary that the ADB and the ECA make a joint effort to

prepare a document analysing the nature of the crisis and outlining the ele

ments of possible policy choices.

Our main findings are not encouraging. Output has been declining or

stagnating since 1980, so that per capita income is now 10 per cent under its

1980 level. Trade has contracted; exports because of low external demand and

imports because of both lower export receipts and shrinking external financial

inflows. Africa is not yet a capital exporter but in some cases debt servicing

is choking off new investment as external capital inflows are not forthcoming

in amounts, terms and conditions suitable to the needs of the continent.

The agricultural sector, which is the backbone of Africa, has per

formed very bsdly. Other than the effects of vagaries of the weather cycle and

without discounting their importance, the problems of this important sector are

partly rooted in inappropriate domestic policies and in the fact that the

necessary technological transformation has not taken place. In many cases past

agricultural policies have been heavily biased against agricultural producers,

who have been subjected to low prices for their products and declining purcha

sing power. The support required by agricultural producers in terms of techno

logical advice, inputs, seeds, storage facilities' etc. has been seriously

lacking. The result is that the region has become helpless when drought

ravages and has to rely on food imports partly financed by aid.

Manufacturing sector performance also remains problematic. It is

heavily dependent on foreign inputs and during this period of low import

capacity it has been adversely affected. However, there are more problems

such as less competitiveness of manufactured products, lack of integration of
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the African raarke t s , defective management of many public manufacturing enter

prises. lack of appropriate support for indigenous and foreign entrepreneurs,

etc.

Our two institutions are particularly concerned by the limited

success in mobilizing domestic resources and by the absolute decline in invest

ment in recent years. What we see as the most urgent task at this juncture is

not so much large increases in government expenditures which have been proven

wanting by past experiences. but appropriate policy changes affecting factor

remunerations. the system of exchange and trade, domestic resource mobiliza

tion, conditions for investment particularly private investment, the regula

tions concerning the operations of producers particularly small businessmen,

farmers and the like. Specifically governments must urgently improve the

management of the public sector, create the environment for more initiative by

indigenous entrepreneurs and foreign direct investors. set prices at suffi

ciently remunerative levels, eliminate exchange rates that have not only

discouraged investment and production but have also led to widespread smuggling

and black mark.ets in foreign exchange.

Once a stimulative environment is created, it will be possible to

revitalize investment and production. The Lagos Plan of Action and the Final

Act of Lagos. which has been adopted by African governments as the African

development charter, provides in our view a good framework for policy direc

tion.

Signed

ADEBAYO ADEDEJI

Executive Secretary
Economic Commission for Africa

WILA D. MUNG'OMBA

President
African Development Bank Group
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PART I: THE ECONOMIC SITUATION

I. Introduction: Africa in the World Economy

1. Developing Africa accounts for only a small proportion of the world's

output and this share has remained virtually stagnant during the last two

decades. Regional CDP constituted about 3.1 per cent of the world's total in

1960 rising only marginally to 3.7 per cent in 1979. In that respect not only

Africa's share is the smallest but it was less than half that of the Caribbean

and Latin America, slightly less than one-tenth that of Europe and one-eighth

that of North America in 1979, the last year for which complete data are

available. In that year, the share of these regions in total world output

amounted to 7.3 per cent, 34.7 per cent and 29.8 per cent respectively. The

slow growth of regional CDP during the last three years suggests that Africa's

share might have even fallen from its 1979 ratio.

2. The difference between Africa and other parts of the world becomes

wider when account is taken of the size and growth of population, and per

capita income levels are compared. In 1960, developing Africa's per capita GDP

constituted only 8.7 per cent that of developed market economies. This ratio

however fell to only 7.6 per cent in 1980. In absolute terms per capita income

in the region increased from US $ 138 in 1960 to US $ 854 in 1980. The

corresponding 1980 figures for the developed market economies and North America

were US $ 11120 and US $ 11289 respectively. The average Africa is however

less poor than the average citizen in East and South East Asia (excluding

Japan) where per capita GDP was only US $ 350 in 1979.

3. If the African region is compared with other regions in terms of the

structure of the economies, the differences stand out more prominently,

particularly in the case of the developed economies. In 1981, for instance,

agriculture constituted about 23 per cent of CDP in Africa while in the

industrial countries this ratio falls to only 3 per cent, both ratios being

about half their magnitudes in 1960. Africa contributed in that year less than

1 per cent of total world manufacturing output.

4.

1981,

Developing Africa's share in world trade is relatively small. In

for instance, the region's exports amounted to 5.4 per cent of world
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exports while its imports accounted for 5.6 per cent of total world imports.

These ratios correspond to about 13 per cent and 14.4 per cent of exports and

imports of the of developing countries respectively. In that year African OPEC

members contributed about 17.9 per cent of total OPEC exports and accounted for

25.9 per cent of their imports. The share of the region's non-oil exporters in

the total trade of non-oil exporting developing countries is however relatively

smaller viz 8.9 per cent of exports and 10.4 per cent of imports.

5. The structure of Africa's trade has remained more or less the same

during the last two decades. The region's trade consists largely of an ex

change of primary products for manufactured goods. Petroleum, food, beverages,

tobacco and crude materials account for over 95 per cent of the region's ex

ports. Some changes has taken place however on the import side. There has

been an increasing dependence on food imports and mineral fuels while there was

a noticeable reduction in textile imports which are gradually being domesti

cally substituted. The pattern of trade in other developing regions particu

larly in South East Asia and Latin America, indicates considerable import

substitution and export diversification particularly in simple manufactures.

6. With an average share of over 75 per cent, the developed market

economies continue to be the major trading partners of. the African region.

Trade with the centrally planned economies was not only quantitatively small

but has been declining in recent year. The small share of intra-African trade

in developing Africa's overall trade unfortunately failed to grow and even

declined in recent years from about 6.3 per cent in the 1960-69 to about 3.7

per cent only in 1979.

7. Compared to other developing regions. the growth performance of the

African Region has not been favourable. In the 1970s, while Africa's growth

averaged 4-5 per cent, in Latin America the growth rate was in the 6-7 per cent

range, some countries of that area undergoing a rapid process of industriali

sation in a similar way to what was happening in Asia, in countries like South

Korea and Taiwan. Despite the rapid growth rates achieved by a few African

countries in the last two decades, none of them has yet reached the stage of

being able to develop industrial technology of its own like it is the case in

the newly industrialised counteids of Asia and Latin America. In fact, the

extremely low productivity level of most economic activity remains one of the

basic characteristic of the economies of the African region.

•

•
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8. Despite its relative unfavourable situation, in terms of output,

economic structure, growth and technological achievement, the African region is

one of the richest in terms of natural resources. Not only are there conside

rable and unused reserves of land, but the region is rich in timber, minerals.

and energy resources. Moreover the exploration of minerals is still in its

early stages and considerable reserves remain to be identified. There are at

the same time, serious natural constraints to growth, and no less, the various

tropical diseases which are in some instances closing vast areas to human

exploitation. But. given the conslderable progress made in the last decades In

the development of human resources and the results already achieved, provided

appropriate pollcies are followed, reasons for undue pessimlsm are few.

2.

A.

The international economic situation

The Situation at the End of 1983 l/

9. At the end of 1983 a strong recovery was underway in the United

States and less so in most other OECD economles. This recovery has had a

positive effect on world trade with a strong revival of import demand particu

larly in the United States. This has stlmulated the prices of commodities

other than oil which have continuously risen slnce the beginning of 1983. The

recovery in the OECD is having, therefore, some effect on the world economy.

But the extent of this effect is not clear and it is difficult to give it the

credit of the estimated rise of 2 per cent in developing countries output in

1983. which comes after an estimated growth of only 0.9 per cent in 1982. Net

energy exporting countries will register a growth of 1 per cent. a net im

provement after a fall of 2.6 per cent in 1982, though OPEC countries are not

expected to see any ga Ln in output. In fact not only has the price of oil

continued to slide down but the share of OPEC in total output has not recovered

and there is still considerable scope for oil savings in industrial countries.

Oil importing developing countries on the other hand saw their aggregate GDP

increase by 2.5 per cent in 1983 against 0.9 per cent only in 1982. This is.

however. a rate half the average of the years 1971-1980, and is only slightly

higher than the average annual rate of population growth. The situation is,

however. quite diversified among developing countries. The countries of Latin

America are particularly affected by the debt crisis and registered a net fall

in output per head for the third consecutive year.

l/ Based on chapter II of the "Survey of Economic and Social Conditions in
Africa, 1982-83" (E/ECA/CM.10/4).
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10. According to the IMF estimates, world trade should have picked up by

1 per cent compared to a fall of 2.5 per cent in 1982; this means that trade

will barely regain its 1980 level. The Department of International Economic

and Social Affairs of the United Nations (DIESA) forecasted a more optimistic 2

per cent growth of world exports. Available information has not yet confirmed

these expectations. Results for the first quarter of the year are equivalent

to a fall of more than 3 per cent for world imports (not including centrally

planned economies) and 3.7 per cent for world exports. OECD exports did not

grow in volume in 1983, while imports picked up by a mere 3.5 per cent. OECD

imports of oil fell by a further 4 per cent in 1983, gains were however recor

ded for non-oil commodities (1 per cent). This has been the factor behind the

commodities boom which started at the beginning of the year. The price rise

has not been uniform however, and has faltered since August.

11. With such a situation in their main external markets and sources of

supply, developing countries' trade. has not fared well. The oil exporters

have not benefited from the recovery in the industrialized world where savings

on energy have still not been exhausted. In 1983, OPEC exports ran at an

annual rate of 25 per cent below the 1982 level at current prices. Other

developing countries were in a better position although the results based on

first quarter data were not encouraging: 4.7 per cent less than in 1982 on an

annual basis. This is a worrying situation as many developing countries bear a

heavy debt service burden and must export more to meet obligations. On the

import side, reductions were widespread either through deliberate restrictive

policies or because of the general inability to sustain current account

deficits of the same order as before.

12. A major source of uncertainty with regard to the future of the world

economy is the servicing of the huge debt incurred by some developing countries

in recent years. Considering only non-oil exporting developing countries. the

outstanding debt is estimated by the IMF at $ 664.3 billion. Of this amount, $

247.4 billion (37.2 per cent) is owed by Latin American countries. The debt is

not only highly concentrated on a few countries. it is also owed to a small

number of international banks. Private credit represents 53 per cent of total

debt compared to 46.7 per cent in 1973. A large part of the debt has been

contracted at variable interest rates. Thus, with the rise in interest rates

and the appreciation of the dollar, the debt service for Latin America has

risen abruptly to 54 per cent of goods and services receipts in 1982. It fell
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in 1983 but was still considerable at 37 per cent. In the case of large

debtors like Brazil, Mexico, Chile and Argentina, debt service constI tutes an

even higher proportion of exports of goods and services and is clearly unmana

geable without a severe contraction of internal demand, or a resumption of

growth in the world economy which would mean higher export revenues and lower

debt servir.e payments.

13. A number of countries have negotiated debt rescheduling arrangements

with their main creditors. Invariably these arrangements include measures to

shrink government expenditure in order to lower government deficit/GDP ratios,

measures to lower imports, price adjustments, etc. These measures are painful

to implement since in the immediate term they imply a contraction in internal

demand and therefore higher unemployment rates and lower incomes. The dif

ficulties of debtor countries have been compounded by the drastic fall in

private bank loans.

B. Conditions for a Sustained Recovery

14. The continuous rise of wage and social costs has been a major deter

minant of stagnation and unemployment and their control is a crucial condition

for any sustained recovery in the industrial economies. This means that

government expenditures have to be curtailed since social expenditure is a

major component of these expenditures. Continuous fiscal adjustment in indus

trialized countries then becomes a necessary condition.

15. The debt problem has also to be solved if growth is to resume. Any

default by the major debtors among developing countries will have definite

effects on international trade and may lead to renewed inflation. However, the

means used to solve the issue should not lead to a contraction of world trade,

as import control measures in the debtor nations would necessarily do. At the

same time, the markets of developed countries should not be closed to develo

ping countries especially for industrial exports, if the debt problem is to be

overcome. Protectionism in both developed and developing countries should be

renounced as a means to restore equilibrium in the balance of payments and/or

in the labour market.
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16. Whatever the contribution to be expected from developed countries in

terms of fiscal policies, increased flows of resources and open markets,

developing countries cannot avoid to adjust their own economic policies.

However, growth cannot come simply from increased government spending and

intervention in the economic process as in the past. What is necessary at this

stage is for governments to act to remove obstacles in the way of individual

initiative, eliminate inappropriate prices and subsidies which discourage

production, and effectively control waste and mismanagement in the public

sector. This entails more reliance on an efficient allocation mechanism and

more decentralization of decisions away from central authorities to individual

producers and to firms. lt will mean that in the public sector, profitability

and efficiency criteria would be given precedence over social and political

considerations.

C. Prospects for 1984

17. With the recovery in the OECD expected to go well into 1984, there

will be in 1984 a net improvement in the economies of developing countries.

The overall growth rate of output is expected to rise to 3 per cent against 2

per cent in 1982, implying a stop in the fall of output per head. This will

however still be insufficient and well below the 5.2 per cent recorded in

1976-1980. It is expected that oil-importing countries will do well, their

growth rate rising to 4 per cent against 1.5 per cent for net energy-exporting

ones. Oil consumption prospects are not good and this is weighing heavily on

the innnediate future for oil exporters. World trade will benefit from the

revival of the world economy; the total value of trade rising by 4 per cent.

However, the current account situation of oil importing developing countries

will not improve markedly, their deficit remaining roughly at the same level as

in 1983. For OPEC countries despite a pick up of export revenues, the current

balance is expected to be negative for the second year in a row.
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Current trend in the African economy

Overall Growth

18. In the two years 1982 and 1983, regional output stagnated in a

context of world recession, depressed demand for Africa's exports and deepening

crisis for a number of countries in the region. GDP growth in volume terms was

practically nil, compared to a fall of 2.7 per cent in 1981 and an average

growth of 4.6 per cent in 1973-1980. The group of countries most affected by

the world recession are the OPEC members whose share of total African GOP was

51. 4 per cent in 1980. This group of countries has experienced a continuous

fall in output (2.4 per Cent in 1982 and 0.8 per cent in 1983), while non-oil

exporters have suffered much less (I. 8 per cent growth in 1982 and a fall of

-0.9 in 1983 equivalent to a slightly positive net result for the few years

period), These developments point to the key role played by the oil market

over supply in the depression suffered by the region: oil revenues have been

deeply cut and though some countries have been able to ride out of the crisis

through the diversification of the hydro carbon sector, the situation of some

countries has reached crisis levels while even non-OPEC oil exporters have

suffered a serious shortfall in their oil income.

19. If oil exporters have been affected by low external demand, this has

also been the case for other African countries who export traditional mineral

and agricultural commodities. Demand for these products fell precipitously

during 1982 and despite a recovery in 1983 (most commodity prices rose in

reaction to better economic conditions in the DECO, particularly in the United

States), the gains made have been far too small to offset the losses incurred

since 1980. A series of countries heavily dependent on agricultural and/or

mineral exports have suffered net output losses or sharply reduced growth, and

are facing serious payments difficulties.

20. Regional domestic demand which had increased by 3.7 per cent in 1981,

with investment reaching 27.8 per cent of GOP, declined both in 1982 and 1983

because of the drop of investment which represented in 1983 only 89.5 per cent

of its 1980 level. This was due mainly to the contraction of investment in

OPEC countries where governments cut hack on investment programmes hut the fall

of investment affected the other countries as well. Overall, there is evidence

that net disinvestment is occuring in many areas, for example in basic utili-
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ties, a trend which has serious implications for future growth. Consumption

has been growing at a much reduced rate than before, particularly government

consumption, reacting to policies to restrict public expenditures.

21. The deficit on goods and services of the region which reach 4.1 per

cent of GDP in 1981 declined in both 1982 and 1983 and went down to 2.1 per

cent, but this has been achieved at the cost of lesser investment, a sharp

decline at imports and lower output. This was however partly inevitable since

external resources were less easily obtainable than before: as figures on the

balance of payments show, while official transfers remained constant, the

inflow of capital which had grown from 9.1 billion dollars in 1981 to 14.2

billion in 1982, fell drastically to only 7.8 billions in 1983, Africa having

to draw on its reserves to cover its current account deficit. Moreover the

evidence is that net development assistance stagnated in the period 1981-1982,

while bank financing for Africa sharply contracted in 1983.

B. Sectoral developments

22, Agricultural production had grown by 2.7 per cent in 1982, but in

1983 drought hit several parts of the region. Not only the Sahel area was

affected, but countries of West African coast experienced an unusual dry season

which led to devastating bush fires, while the Southern African subregion

underwent its most serious drought for several decades. The drought depressed

regional food production, cereal production declining by nearly 3 per cent and

for the affected countries emergency food aid programmes had to be established

to avoid human losses. The drought had also serious implications for lives

tock, and meat production growth went down in 1983 to only 1.6 per cent after

3.8 per cent in 1982. The non-food subsector did not perform much better than

food production: in 1982 production in the subsector fell by 1 per cent and in

1983 the recorded rise of nearly 5 per cent was not impressive considering long

term trends. In fact cocoa production was down and coffee production remained

under its 1981 level. Coffee production is constrained by the quotas esta

blished under the International Coffee Agreement which are not favourable to

African producers. Groundnut and cotton production fell, only sugar production

shoWing an upward trend.
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23. Beyond the climatic upheaval suffered by /lfrican agriculture in 1983,

the long term trends are a cause of deep concern since production is falling

behind population and since the region is becoming more and more dependent on

food aid and other food imports. In 1981/1982, food aid was estimated at 4.1

million tonnes of grain equivalent and cereals imports which were valued at 3.6

billion dollars in 1979 rose to 5.8 billion in 198]. There is a growing

awareness of the crucial character of agricultural problems and a policy shift

is already apparent in many countries. One indication is the measures taken in

a number of countries to raise agricultural p r oduce r s ' prices in order to

provide incentives to farmers. The relatively low level of those prices in a

number of countries for a number of years has been one of the fundamental

factors in the poor performance of African agriculture. Another direction

taken by governments is institutional refurms in the whole system of

agricultural support generally for further decentralization and for more

responsibility to the farmers themselves. Allocating more funds to agriculture

is more and more stressed in plans and policies put out by African governments

which are giving first priority to the sector. Another aspect which is also of

fundamental importance is technological change, as no progress can be made in

the present state of techniques. The task at hand is anyway of large

dimensions: the volume of investment necessary to achieve food sufficiency has

been estimated by the FAa at 10.1 billion dollars for the period 1985-1990 only

(1975 dollars). This sum in fact does not include investment in the support

services to agriculture like marketing, transportation, research or manpower

training.

24. The mining sector has been particularly affected by the world reces

sion since the overwhelming share of its production is exported to industria

lized countries and thus directly dependent on the level of demand there. Oil

production especially has been hit by the oversupply in the oil market: with

the fall of oil consumption in the OECD because of both recession and increased

energy savings (the ratio of oil consumption to GDP, GNP is falling steadily in

the DECD countries), oil production in Africa which had declined by 22.6 per

cent in 198] fell again in 1982 and 1983, though at reduced pace. In 1983, in

particular after a trough in demand at the beginning of the year, production

increased to reach by year end its OPEC mandated level as far as African OPEC

members are concerned, while non-OPEC members continued to incre8se production

rapidly. There were continued efforts by African governments to develop their

energy resources either to find national oil resources or to substitute for it.

African countries continued to extend oil exploration, which was however
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thwarted by the tax and regulations enacted by governments. As a result

drillings for oil increased in 1982 to only 942 dr i Ll.Lngs compared to 4274 in

Latin America.

25. Production of non-fuel minerals was also depressed by international

demand conditions. In 1982, in particular the fall in demand was steep, the

price of commodities like copper reaching record post war lows; production

decreased for most minerals with the exception of gold, zinc and diamonds. For

cobalt the fall reached nearly 40 per cent, while stocks accumulated and the

price fell to only 3.75 dollars per pound by November 1982. There was a steep

fall in the production of bauxite by 20.1 per cent in 1982, while the produc

tion of uranium represented only 81.1 per cent of its 1980 level. In 1983,

there was some improvement in the prices of minerals but the upward trends was

still too weak and unsteady reflecting continuous poor demand in industrialized

countries. There was however a significant recovery of demand for some mine

rals like copper whose price reached 1,100 sterling pounds per ton at the end

of the year compared to 800 pounds at the end of 1982. Prospects are that with

the recovery in OEeD countries being now underway there will be an upturn in

the mining industry in 1984, but not a very important one because technical

changes have altered the conditions of production in a direction unfavourable

to primary producers.

26. Manufacturing production increased by 3.7 per cent in 1982 compared

to an average growth of 5.6 per cent in 1973-1980, and in 1983 the growth rate

remained at a poor 3.4 per cent. There were variations among subregions,

groups and countries, but generally speaking the sector was critically hit by

shortages of raw materials and imported inputs, resulting from the recession

affecting the region, which aggravated further already existing inefficiencies

and distortionS4

27. While the share of manufacturing in regional output increased

steadily in the 1970-1975 period it has remained stagnant or has fallen since •

1980, and is now at only 9.6 per cent of current GDP at factor cost compared to

10.0 per cent in 1975 an indication that the industrialization process has

faltered and that manufacturing is now growing less than total output. In fact

only a handful of countries are showing a pattern of clear and continuous

growth of the industrial sector. Government policies are still giving first

priority to the sector as appear from the plan allocations to the sector and

•
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from plan targets, but as recent plans and programmes show, there is need for

more realism in industrial policy and particularly for reforms concerning the

management of the public enterprises, the re-orientntion of investment away

from large scale and often uneconomic proj e ct s , the stimulation of private

enterprises particularly local entrepreneurs and a change in the modalities of

external investment and financing. Because the size of most African countries

markets is so limited there is also a need of more openess of the markets of

these countries to each other, or alternatively of more co-iop e r a t Lon between

the countries in the industrial field.

4.

A.

The external Sector

General trends in African trade

28. Africa's exports fared badly in 1982-1983. The dollar prices of

export commodities declined in both years, while export volume was more than 19

per cent lower in 1983 than in 1980. The value of developing Africa's exports

in 1983 fell for the third consecutive year to reach $ 64.6 billion, a level

more than 32 per cent below that of 1980.

29. The value of Africa's imports fell by 13.5 per cent and 13.0 per cent

in 1982 and in 1983 respectively. The volume of imports decreased also consi

derably in both years.

30. The trade deficit was about $ 4.2 billion in 1982 and improved

further in 1983. Preliminary estimates show that Africa's trade balance was in

equilibrium in 1983. The changes in Africa's trade are presented in table 1.
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Tab Ie 1
Merchandise trade of developing Africa
(percentage change over preceding year)

Source: ECA secretariat estimates based on data
Statistics, vol. XXXVI, No. 12 (December 1983).

Value '2..7
Exports
Imports

Volume
Exports
Imports

Unit value '2../
Exports
Imports

Terms of trade
Purchasing power of exports

1981

-17.2
12.4

-18.6
17 .1

1.7
-4.0

6.0
-13.7

1982 1983 a/

-12.2 -7.0
-13.5 -13. a

-2.9 2.0
-8.3 -10.1

-9.6 -8.8
-5.7 -3.2

-4.2 -5.8
-6.9 -3.9

in International Financial

~/ Preliminary estimates.

'2../ In US dollar terms.

31. The foreign trade of Africa is concentrated in a small number of

countries. The value of the exports of the 9 oil exporters of the region

accounted for 79 per cent of the total exports of all member States and 67 per

cent of the total imports.

32.

exports

The commodity structure of developing Africa is characterized by the

of primary products and the imports of manufactured gOOds.]) The

share of mineral fuels and related materials exceeds 73.5 per cent of total

exports. Agricultural commodities and other non-fuel primary products contri

bute an additional 18.8 per cent. Africa accounted for less than half of one

per cent of the world's total exports of manufactures and less than 0.6 per

thousand of the world total exports of capital goods. The latter shares have

declined in recent years, and given existing plant capacities and projects

1./ The World Bank pointed out in its World Development Report 1983 (Oxford
University Press, New York, 1983) that "developing countries can no longer
be caricatured as exporters of primary products and importers of manufac
tures. Some have even become significant exporters of capital goods,
accounting in all for about 6 per cent of the world's total." (p , 10)
Regrettably the situation is quite different in developing Africa.
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underway it is probable that these shares will decrease even further in the

coming years. The shares of manufactured goods, food items and mineral fuels

in the imports to developing Africa were about 71, 15 and 9 per cent

respectively.

33. The fall in non-fuel commodity prices of importance tD Africa cDnti

nued in 1982. There were particularly sharp declines in the prices of ground

nut oil, cocoa, cotton, sisal, copper and phDsphates. During 1982 the price of

crude oil also fell contributing fundamentally t o a fall of 11 percentage

points in the average wholesale price index compared to 1981. Several non-fuel

commodity prices increased substantially in 1983. But considerable increases

in the prices Df cDffee, copper, cocoa and cotton were not enough to offset the

fall in the prices of crude oil, phosphates, sugar, tropical wood, tea, ground

nuts and iron are. As a result, the average wholesale price index fell another

10 percentage points in 1983.

34. Developing Africa's share in world trade has been falling in recent

years. The period 1981-1982 was one of devastating recession, but the fall

continued during the recovery in 1983. The demand for Africa's oil, copper and

other mineral products has not grown considerably and the growth in the exports

of agricultural products was also moderate. Unless the present commodity

structure of trade changes, Africa's share will continue to decrease irrespec

tive of the evolution of the international trade. Last year it was hoped that

the share of raw material producers would increase again because of the expec

ted recovery. However, the on-going cyclical upswing has brought little relief

for the exporters of primary products and this trend will continue in 1984.

Africa's share in world imports has already fallen to below 5 per cent and the

share of exports will follow soon. The latter share declined because of

inappropriate production and trade incentives and the inability to diversity

export products and markets.

35. The countries of the developed market economies are the most impor

tant area for the African trade. These cDuntries accounted for 79 per ceet of

deve LopLng Africa's external trade in 1982, while the share of t.he deveLopi.ng

countries and the centrally planned economies were 15.3 and :'.4 per cent

respec r LveLy ,
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36. The value of intra-African trade fell by more than 17 pc r cent in

1982 to $ 2 billion. Its share in total African trade was lower than 3 per

cent and less than the share of Latin America or developing Asia. The weakness

of Lnt r a-Af r Lcan trade was mainly attributed to the fact that countries of

developing Africa could not supply other African countries with the goods

needed.

B. The balance of payments

37. The balance of payments current account deficit for developing Africa

has improved significantly in 1983 compared with 1981. The combined deficit

was US $ 24.5 billion in 1981 and rose slightly tu US $ 24.7 billion in 1982

and finally declined to US $ 13.6 billion in 1983, as shown in table 2. This

decrease in the current account deficit does not reflect a fundamental improve

ment in the external position of Africa. Since exports declined over the

period, the deficit was reduced mainly by severe cut backs in imports of goods

and services in the face of increasingly unavailable external financial flows.

Net capital flows transfers, for example, declined by 45 per cent from 1982 to

1983.

38. Thus, the US $ 11 billion reduction in the deficit indicates the

extent to which African countries have had to adjust to the adverse external

situation. The international reserves of African countries fell substantially

and by the end of J983, these reserves were not adequate t.c cover more than two

months' worth of imports. The total decrease in reserves over the period 1981

to 1983 was US $ 21 billion of which 60 per cent was accounted for by North

Africa and 40 per cent by sub-Saharan Africa.
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Table 2
Balance of payments of development in Africa

(US $ billions)

Exports (f.o.b.)
Imports (Lo.b.)

Trade balance
Net services and private transfers

Balance on current account
Official transfers (net)
Capital (net)
Net errors and omissions
Total change in reserves

[981

75.7
-81.6
-5.9

-18.6
-24.5

3.5
9. I
0.6

11.3

1982 1983 a/

65.0 64.1
-74.7 -64.4
-9.7 -0.3

-15.0 -13.3
-24.7 -13.6

3.3 3.3
14.2 7.8

O. I O. I
7. 1 2.4

Source: ECA secretariat estimates based on data from International Financial
Statistics, vol. XXXVI, No. 12 (December 1983) and World Economic Outlook,
Occasional Paper No. 21 (Washington, IMF, 1983).

af Preliminary estimates.

39. Borrowing for the purpose of financing the deficit also increased

rapidly, causing the debt outstanding for developing Africa to rise from US $

78.2 billion at the end of 1980 to US $ 87.8 billion at the end of 1982, or at

an average annual growth rate of 6 per cent. As a result of high interest

rates and the shortening of maturities, debt service payments increased more

rapidly from US $ 10.7 billion to US $ 13.2 billion over the same period at an

average annual growth rate of 11.1 per cent.

40. The extent of the balance of payments problem can also be estimated

by the size and growth in use of IMF credit by African countries. The balance

outstanding of use of IMF credit stood at only SDR 1543.8 million by 30 Novem

ber 1978 but had soared 3.6 times to SDR 5557.6 million by 30 November 1983.

Net purchases increased mearly 20 fold from SDR 52.2 million in 1979 to SDR

1,040.4 million in 1983. Along with this use of I~W credit. African countries

have been going through a very painful adjustment process. However, there have

been disagreements with IMF on the policy measures involved.



Balance at
30/11/78

Net use of IMF
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Table 3
credit by African countries (SDRM)

Net Purchases Balance at
30/11/83

1 543.8

1978 1979

52.2

1980

46.3

1981

1 415.4

1982

8\2.6

1983

1 040.4 5 557.6

Source: IMF, Treasurer's Department, November 1983.

C. Exchange rates

41. The existence of foreign exchange black markets, the prevailing gaps

between official and black market rates and the continuing decli ne in Africa I s

share in world trade are all indication of the overvaluation of African curren-

cies.

42. The fact that several African currencies are overvalued is not

disputed by the countries concerned. What has been in doubt is the effective

ness of an exchange rate change as a means of correcting the balance-af-pay

ments disequilibrium.

43. Many African countries have resorted t~ quantitative and qualitative

measures in an effort to restore the external balance. These measures include

banning of or instituting quotas for the different import commodities, protec

tion of import-substitution activities, licensing of virtually all import

transactions, import sub-charges and export subsidies. Unfortunately, some of

these policies have resulted in a bias against domestic production and exports.

44. There are some arguments against currency depreciation as an instru-

ment of development policy. Export prices are dependent on the demand for •

export commodities. Since developing Africa's exports are low-demand-elasti-

city primary products, exchange rate devaluation is questioned. In addition,

the inflationary effects of devaluation are pointed out, since domestic sources

of inflation can combine with imported inflation. Devaluation is not, however,

likely to be effective without resort to the price system as a resource

allocation mechanism. Further, devaluation cannot work as intended unless it

is accompanied by adequate supportive measures.

•
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45. There is a wide spread use of devaluation on a once-and-for-all

basis. Very often, the decision to devalue has been taken after costly and

lengthy negotiations for bridging finance. By the time the decision is taken,

the likelihood of another devaluation becomes remote even if such a measure is

still essential. Through repetitive devaluation the appropriate exchange rate

is more likely to be achieved than via the once-and-for-all action.

46. Exchange rate depreciation is clearly costly from a social point of

view. Real wage income is reduced as import prices rise. However, if reduc

tion in the real wage income results in a sustainable current account deficit,

then such a cost must be regarded as necessary. Since devaluation is likely to

benefit the producers of agricultural export commodities, this income

distributional effect should be welcome.

47. Some African countries devalued their exchange rates either volunta

rily or after rather lengthy discussions with the IMF. The devaluation of a

basket of African currencies against the dollar in 1983 was about 22 per ceBt.

In some African countries these exchange rate changes have contributed towards

the improvement in their current account deficits. Thus, seen within the

context of an adjustment package, exchange rate changes do contribute towards

achievement of a sustained current account deficits.

D. External debt

48. The external debt data for Africa is shown in table 4. The table

shows that the debt outstandlng and disbursed increased from US $ 78.2 billion

to US $ 87.8 billion at an average annual growth rate of 6 per cent from 1980

to 1982. While official debt as a proportion of the total increased from 54.5

per cent in 1980 to 58.1 per cent in 1982, private debt decreased its share

from 45.5 per cent to 41.9 per cent, an indication of the reduction in priva

tization of external debt flows. Disbursements declined from US $ 16.6 billion

to US $ 15.9 billion between 1980 and 1982, while debt service payments rose

from US $ 10.7 billion to US $ 13.2 billion over the same period. These

developments have resulted in the decline of the net resource transfer ratio

from 35.5 per cent in 1980 to 17.0 per cent in 1982. The implication here is

that for every dollar of disbursements in 1982, only $ 0.2 was retained for

investment in Africa. The rest went into debt servicing whose ratio increased

from 17.2 per cent in 1980 to 27.4 per cent in 1982. These developments are

not likely to have been reversed by 1983.
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49. Of the terms on which the funds were obtained, the interest element

became harder, the grant element declined, while maturity softened. The extent

of the debt-service crisis is also reflected in the rapid increase in the

African use of IMF credit as already indicated above.

50. These adverse developments in the African situation resulted in large

scale requests for very expensive external debt reschedulings and refinancings

in recent years. For example, while only 4 African countries rescheduled their

debts in 1980, there have been 8 to 10 such debt restructurings per year from

1981 to 1983. By January 1984, 3 more reschedulings had been announced, and 10

countries had registered debt service ratios well over the 20 per cent usually

regarded as critical. It is therefore. not an exaggeration that a growing

number of African countries can be described as being caught in a "debt trap".

Public and Publicly Guaranteed
Table 4

Debt and Debt Servicin~

(US $ billion)
of African countries 1/

Total Africa
Debt outstanding and
disbursed of which:

Official (%)
Private (%)

Disbursements
Debt Service Payments
Net transfers

Net transfer ratio (X)
Debt Service Ratio
Sub-Saharan Africa:
Average Interest (%)

Official
Private

Average Maturity (years)
Official
Private

Grant Element (X)
Official
Private

Memorandum Item:
Use of IMF Credit-Africa

1980

115.3

78.2
54.5
45.5
16.6
10.7
5.9

35.5
17.2

3.7
12.6

25.3
8.5

45.7
-11. 5

2.5

1981

123.1

83.4
55.9
44·.1
15.7
11. 6
4.1

26.1
20.5

5.1
14.5

25.2
8.2

36.1
-18.8

3.9

1982

127.6

87.8
58.1
41.9
15.9
13.2
2.7

17 .0
27.4

4.4
12.7

28.7
9.3

5.0

Source: World Bank World Debt Tables, and IMF Survey, AugusL 22, 1983.

11 Excludes South Africa.

-
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situation.
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Thus, urgent measures must be t ak e n in order to break out of this

On the domestic front, external borrowing has to be restrained

while at the. same time making efforts to raise thp dome s t, ic savings ratio, as

discussed below. Both fiscal and monetary policy Lns t rumentr need to be

re-examined and used carefully to adjust adequately. tIl particular, production

incentives must be improved as many countries are already doing; but the

changes must be continuous and not a once-and-for-all exercise. These domestic

measures have heavy social costs. However these costs are less important than

the costs arising from being in the debt trap.

52. In a parallel fashion, efforts must continue to negotiate with the

international creditors on restructuring the externa 1 deh t within a

multilateral f r amewo r k to ensure that the terms l·f debt rescheduling are

consistent with long term development obj ectives. For a few middle and high

income countries, once the recent world recovery matures fully, their external

debt position should improve.

5. The financing of development

A.

53.

Domestic financing

it is generally agreed and recognized by the Lagos Plan of Action

that domestic economic policies are the key to successful development. Such

policies have to do with domestic savings mobilization, efficient investment

programmes, control of public expenditures to limits imposed by the availabi

lity of public revenues among others.

(a)

54.

Domestic saving and investment

Domestic saving is fundamental to successful capital formation for

economic expansion and without restraint on present consumption, there is

little hope to increase consumption and welfare in the future. Yet, domestic

savings performance in Africa has been very poor. The savings ratio for low
4/

income Africa - has dropped over the recent past to 8.8 per cent in 1970-80

compared with that for low-income Asia of 24.6 per cent over the same period.

~/ World Bank, World Development Report, Washington D.C. 1983, Table 3.8, p.
38 •.
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Generally, the savings ratio for most African countrie~ ha~ been declining for

some time and is expected to renmin static for the period 1985-1995. II

55. The main factor which has contributed towards the above disturbing

trends is low incomes which are associated with low savings ratio. Thus any

measures which increase domestic incomes should raise the domestic savings

ratio. However. the effects of recession and the drought conditions have also

reduced the capacity to raise the domestic savings ratio. The absence of

incentives to abstain from present consumption is another important factor.

G 11 Af ' . h d d 1 . 1 . 6/ fenera y, rlcan countrles ave a opte a ow lnterest rate po lCy - or a

variety of reasons. the most important of which is to keep the cost of capital

down. particularly for small scale rural and urban producers. Unfortunately,

such a policy has resulted in negative real interest rates, which make

financial saving unattractive. These conclusions have been confirmed by

several studies on some Asian and Latin American countries which suggest that

savings deposits are likely to increase when the interest rate is positive in

real terms. 2./ The policy of low interest rates actually defeats its own

objective by discouraging increased savings and hence reducing the availability

of loanable funds for investment. Whether the economy is a planned or market

one, interest rate constitutes the opportunity cost of capital and efficient

allocation of capital means conscious use of this concept ..

56. The habit of saving is prevalent in most African countries. but it

needs to be translated into actual accumulation of savings within the financial

system. This calls for a wide spread physical presence of savings bank offices

throughout the country. It has long been observed that when savings bank

facilities are nearby. savings deposits increase. Post offices have been used

to collect savings in many countries. However. evidence shows that commercial

savings bank offices are too few in most countries. Thus, financial

intermediaries need to be more active and indeed aggressive in domestic

resource mobilization.

5/

2.-/

u

•

World Bank. Ibid.

Frimpong-Ansah Monetary Policy and Development. The African Experience.
January 1980 unpublished. S.P. Leite, "Interest Rate Policies in West
Africa" IMF Staff Paper VoL 29. No.1, March 1982. pp. 48-76.

A. Langi and R. Saracogly "The importance of interest rates in developing
economies. It Finance and Development Vol. 20, No.2. June 1983, pp. 20-23.

aEe
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57. The main point of this discussion is that here is some scope in most

African countries for increasing domestic savings. Measures must be designed

and implemented to arrest the declining trend in the savings ratio. The

increase in the savings ratio could go a long way to mitigate the worsening

current account deficits of African countries. The increasing unavailability

and cost of foreign finance makes this strategy urgent.

58. Accumulation of domestic savings is a necessary but not sufficient

condition for economic expansion. These surplus funds must be employed in the

most productive domestic investment projects. Since capital is a scarce factor

in Africa, more efficient use of the available funds offers the greatest room

for expanding the economies.

59. Available evidence shows that for low income Africa, the share of

investment in GDP has declined over the recent past to 12.2 per cent in 1980

while that of the rest of Africa increased. ~/ This compares unfavourably with

that for all world low income countries which actually increased and stood at

25 per cent in 1980. The situation in 1981-1983 period could not have been

conducive to an increase in the investment ratio for Africa as a whole. The

observed decline in the investment ratio can be attributed to a lower rate of

investmentrelative to that consumption expenditures, the increasing

unavailability of external financial flows and the austerity measures which

have been adopted in the face of external debt problems in recent years. The

rate of growth in investment for low income Africa also experienced a decline

over the years and has been around 2 to 3 per cent per annum in the period up

to 1980 and is more likely to decline in 1980-1983. In terms of returns on

investment (Lc e , increase in GDP divided by investment) low income Africa also

registered a decline up to 1980. 1/ Given the current recession, the situation

in 1980-1983 period is not likely to have improved. These trends are indeed

disturbing, particularly if investments were financed by external debt.

60. This drop in the rate of return on investment indicates that over the

years, both foreign and domestic savings in low income Africa have been increa

singly employed in low return investments such as infrastructural projects and

other capital intensive investment outlets which are essential in themselves.

For example, of the cumulative lending from 1967 to 1983, 59.9 per cent of the

~/ ADF, Proposal for the Fourth Replenishment of Resources, Abidjan, November

1983.

9/ World Bank, op.cit.
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African Development Bank Group's lending went to infrastructural projects and

the rest went to directly productive sectors such as agriculture. industry and

development hanks. lQ/ There is no doubt that investments which would have

been highly profitable may have turned unprofitable due to the collapse in

commodity prices and the sharp rise in production cost due to increases in the

price of such factors of production as oil, capital goods, labour. etc.

61. What"ver the main causes at the decline in return of and r atLo of

investment for low income Africa. efforts are called for to reverse the trends.

The mosr important measure is clearly improvement in the efficiency of

investment to increase the productivity of every dollar employed. Given the

degree of abject poverty and low domestic saving capacity in most African

countries, the ratio of investment to CNP has to be increased through substan

tial increase in foreign finance. particularly concessional flows.

62. The savings-investment gap continues to widen for most African

countries in the face of very low rates of growth in CDP. As a growth rate

substantially higher is desired, a higher level of investment would be needed.

Given rhe low capaciry to raise domestic savings. the resources gap must have

widened during t he period 1980-1983 and is not expected to improve in the

immediate future. Thus, for the majority of African countries. efforts must be

made to increase domestic savings within the limits imposed by low incomes.

Increased foreign finance will be required if a higher growth rates in GDP is

to be achieved.

(b) Central government revenue and expenditure

Expenditure Trends

63. The public sector has naturally assumed a large and growing role in

African economies. Public expenditure as a share of GDP has been rising over

the past few years. The rate of increase in public expenditures has generally

been higher than the rate of increase in monetary GDP. For a representative

sample of countries, the weighted average ratio of total expenditure to GDP

rose from 36 per cent in 1982 to 44 per cent in 1983. with the rate of increase

in current expenditure exceeding tbat of capital expenditures by une percentage

point over the same period.

lQ/ ADB Group. Annual Report. Abidjan, 1983. The ADB GrQup is composed of

the Bank, the African Development Fund and the Nigeria Trust Fund.
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64. The factors behind the rising trend in public expenditures include

availability of tax and other revenues, and the pressure to satisfy the basic

economic and social wants of a fast growing population. However, the recession

has caused growth in government revenues to slow down, thus generating deficits

in the face of continued growth in public expenditures.

65. In attempting to restrain public expenditures, African governments

have come under social and political "pr essu res , Measures which have been

employed to reduce or restrain expenditures include structural control of

expenditure by individual ministries, a freeze on government recruitment,

reduction in subsidies and more realistic pricing policies for commodities and

services provided by both the public and private sectors. In the process of

instituting these austerity measures, capital investment programmes have

suffered heavily. At a time when foreign resource flows have stagnated, the

result has been a decline in long term development, employment and output.

Revenues

66. Most African Governments depend heavily on taxes for their revenues.

These include direct and indirect taxes. Thus, it is clear that when economic

activity, incomes and private expenditures on goods and services are increa

sing, tax revenues also increase. However, the experience of most African

countries with respect to revenue collection has not been very encouraging in

recent years.

67. First, the African economy has performed poorly in 1982. Second, due

to the nature of the economies, tax revenues tend to be very unstable, fluctua

ting with movements in the proceeds from primary commodity export sales, which

themselves have declined or stagnated in recent years, thus causing import

demand to shrink. Third, the tax administration in Africa leaves much to be

desired, as is evidenced by the repeated call for improvement in tax collection

in most recent budget statements of African Governments.

68. These factors have resulted in a sharp contraction in indirect taxes,

the most important component of government recurrent revenues. As a conse

quence, overall receipts dropped markedly from 31 per cent of GDP in 1981 to 26

per cent in 1982.
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69. As for 1983, the high expectations of a strong recovery caused

revenue estimates to rise to 37 per cent of GDP. This high average ratio was

heavily influenced by the relatively high ratios in four countries. ln some

countries, stringent revenue raising measures were introduced in 1983. These

included shifting of the tax burden from direct to indirect taxation which is

heavily biased against the lower income population because of its regressive

nature. The formerly income tax exempted low income groups have been included

in the taxable income bracket. In some countries, revenues have been increased

by up to 26 per cent and even 50 per cent without any new or higher tax rates

but by mainly improving the tax collection administration. These efforts to

increase revenues, other than through regressive taxes, should be encouraged if

the growing essential public expenditures are to be realized. These serious

efforts being made are also bound to improve tax revenue elasticity in African

countries. However, th" observed high degree of instability in revenues would

need to be reduced by the establishment of the revenue stabilization funds or

similar schemes. The idea is not to disrupt productive public expenditures

simply because of a sudden and temporary drop in revenues. Reduction in the

instability of revenues is not going to be easy, particularly in the face of

declining international reserves, grants and aid.

The Overall Deficit

70. Various reports indicate that, generally, most African countries have

run large deficits in recent years. However, as a result of stepped-up mea

sures to raise tax revenues and stricter control of public expenditures, the

overall fiscal deficit as a ratio of GDP has dropped from 11 per cent in 1981

to 9 per cent in 1983. The call in the Lagos Plan of Action to all national

governments to make more efficient use of available resources and to fight

against waste of financial resources seems to be bearing fruit. However, more

is still to be done in an effort to turn deficits into surpluses which can be

used to finance productive investment.

B. External finance to Africa

7\. The previous section on domestic financing indicated that, even at

current low rates of growth, domestic investment exceeds savings and that this

gap is widening for the majority of African countries. Faced with thia gap,

the alternatives are to cut back on investment-so that it is mainly financed by
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domestic savings or to resort to two types of external sources of finance: debt

creating and non-debt creating financial flows. Most African countries have

understandably, chosen external financing rather than a cut back in investment

expenditure.

72. The flow of external financial resources towards the countries of the

region as a share of the total external financing from all sources to develo

ping countries has declined from 25.1 per cent in 1980 to 21.8 per cent in 1981

The relative share for 1982 has been estimated to be slightly lower than in

1981. And yet Africa's needs for external financial assistance have increased

substantially in light of stagnation and retrogression in many countries as

already pointed out.

73. The total flows of resources to Africa from all sources decreased

from US $ 20.2 billion in 1980 to US $ 19.1 billion in 1981. It is estimated

that total net flows increased slightly to US $ 19.6 billion in 1982 and may

decrease in 1983 in light of the negative growth rate in net flows to Africa

registered between 1980 and 1982.

74. Thus, net external flows have not increased and this trend is not

likely to be reversed in the immediate future. However, a change in developed

countries attitude in favour of increased aDA, acceleration of recovery in

industrial countries and the return of confidence by private creditors in

sovereign borrowers could arrest the above disturbing trends in the flow of net

resource transfer.

75. It is encouraging that net ODA commitments from DAC countries increa

sed from 0.35 per cent of GNP in 1981 to 0.38 per cent in 1982, although the

ratio is still far short of the target of 0.7 per cent. The 62.3 per cent real

increase from 1981 to 1982 in DAC countries' official development assistance to

multilateral Financial Institutions is also a positive sign of more favourable

aid climate in 1983 and 1984. The recent increase in the capital of the

African Development Bank and the past and expected increase in the African

Development Fund replenishments are all essential for the long term development

of the continent. However, for Africa, the recent reduction in lOA's replenish

ments is likely to create hardships for the 26 least developed African member

countries.
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Official and Private Financing

76. The flDw Df external finance to Africa has become greatly privatized

up to 1980. In recent years, the flows of publicly guaranteed debt had become

less privatized as the share of private flows declined from 54.2 per cent in

1980 to 52.5 in 1982. However. the share of Dfficial debt in publicly guaran

teed debt out stand i ng and disbursed increased from 54.5 per cent in 1980 to

58.l per cent in 1982.

77. This rather high dependence on private debt has had the following

effects on the African economy: maturities have shortened accompanied by

variable interest rates. When these effects are accompanied by a rise in the

interest rate, debt service payments (interest and repayments) rise sharply.

The private interest rate was 3 times that Dn Dfficial credit although private

rate of interest has fallen by a larger percentage than that Df Dfficial rate,

the debt-service ratio f or Africa has increased f rom 17 per cent in 1980 t.o

27.4 per cent in 1982. ll/ The high dependence Dn private credit has caused

liquidity tD consentrate on the mDre develDped countries away from lDw income

cDuntries because of low creditworthiness Df the latter.

78. The high degree of privatizatiDn Df external finance has exposed some

cDuntries tD the risk of possible sudden drying-up of new inflows due to the

very sensitive nature Df this SDurce. For example, Furo-credits to the Central

and Southern Africa have dramatically fallen by 42.0 per cent and 83.3 per

cent. respect ively between 1982 and 1.983, mainly due to tbe current debt

servicing problems.

79. Finally, the shortening of maturities referred to above has caused

mismatching o f external finance and deveLopmerrt needs. What Africa needs is

concess Lona L Long term finance. Thus, Africa is faced with the gap which

external finance is meant tD fill, given the shortage of domestic savings.

80. There is, therefore, an urgent need to reduce the dependence on

privare finance, if Africa is to halt the trend towards retrogression. In

shDrt, official develDpment assistance in all its fDrms must increase relative

to private debt-creating finance.

ll/ IMF Survey, August 22, 1983
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81. There is however, one form of private flows which could be increased

at the expense of non-concessional flows. This j s foreign direct investment

which is unique because of its non-debt creating nature. In addition, the new

forms of foreign direct investment are accompanied by less control on the host

economy by foreign investors. As UNCTAD has observed, depending on its terms

and conditions, foreign direct investment can contribute positively to economic

development. 12/ Indeed, some debtor countries have converted their debts

into equity in order to take advantage of the benefits of this flow. Measures

to increase foreign direct investment include more attractive incentives, the

finalization of the code of conduct for transnational corporations and the

creation of a multilateral investment insurance agency.

6. Outlook for 1984

82. The short-term projections for this section were based on some

general working assumptions on the evolution of the world economy and on

climatic conditions. It was assumed that the moderate recovery of economic

activity in the European OECD countries will continue. This implies that

demand for Africa's exports will rise and consequently its mineral and agricul

tural production.

83. It was also assumed that 1984 will be a good year as far as agricul

ture is concerned because of the return of normal climatic patterns in east and

southern Africa and around the Gulf of Guinea. A further assumption was that

demand for African oil will improve by more than 4 per cent in 1984 and that

the average export price of the different kinds of light African crude oil will

remain at approximately the level of $ 30 a barrel.

84. Finally, the domestic front, the forecast was based on government

policies implicit in budget estimates for 1984.

85. On the basis of the assumptions just outlined and of the underlying

trend in private consumption, the growth of GDP will improve in 1984. It is

forecast that the 0.1 per cent drop in regional output in 1983 could be

followed by 3.2 per cent growth in real GDP this year.

12/ UNCTAD, International Financial and Monetary Issues, Belgrade, June 1983.
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86. However, in case agriculture does not recover as expected and in view

of the possibility of weak linkages effects of the nEeD recovery, output would

grow by 1.8 per cent only. Regrettably, prospects for tile following year are

not so bright, and a less dynamic pace of expansion is tentatively projected

for 1985.

87. Almost 85 per cent of the 1984 increase is expec t ed to result from

con~umption while investment, after a decline in the last two years, will show

a modest growth of 2 per cent. The level of investment at constant prices will

be lower than it was in 1982 and about 90 per cent of the investment in 1981.

As a proportion of GDP, investment will fall by 3 percentage points on 1981 to

22.8 per cent at constant prices. The unsatisfactory capital accumulation

during the period 1982-1984 is a matter of concern and will reduce growtb in

1985 and beyond. Aggregate imports of goods and serv ices of developing Africa

are projected to increase in 1984 by about 5.2 per cent in real terms almost

reaching their 1981 level. The deficit in goods and services will increase

because exports will grow more slowly (4.6 per cent) than imports.

88 Agriculture will grow by 3.9 per cent followed by mining 0.6 per

cent and industry (2.6 per cent). Manufacturing will grow by 2.7 per cent

against the average growth of 4 per cent between 1973 and 1983. The share of

agriculture to GDP (at constant prices) will be higher by almost 2 percentage

points as compared to 1980 and reach 24.1 per cent, while the share of mining

will fall by 7 percentage points from 24.1 per cent in 1980.

89. The overall figures for the level of economic growth conceal substan

tial differences between geographical sub-regions and the region's three

economic groups (see table 5). In several countries of Central, East and

Southern Africa, the combined effect of lower oil prices, moderating interest

rates and stronger activity in the countries of developed market economies is

projected to lead to a buoyant growth. while some countries of West Af r Ica .sr e

facing a difficult year again.

• •
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Table 5
Growth in real GDP ~/

(percentage change over preceding year)

1980 share
in total

(percentage)

Central Africa
East and Southern Africa
North Africa
West Africa

Developing Africa

Least developed countries
Oil-exporting Africa
Other countries

Developing Africa

Source: ECA secretariat.

8.5
13.7
43.2
34.6

100.0

13.6
65.5
20.9

100.0

1982

2.5
-0.5
-0.4

1.8
-1.0

1.8

1983 1984

2.5 4.9
0.6 5.3
2.4 3.2

-4.2 1.8
-0.1 3.2

-0.2 3.7
0.3 2.7

-1.3 4.5
-0.1 3.2

~/ Aggregates were computed at market prices expressed in 1980 US dollar
terms.

90. In Africa south of the Sahara, according to estimates, real GDP will

grow by more than 3 per cent in 1984 after a drop of 1.9 per cent in 1983. The

main source of growth for this group of countries will be agriculture, while

other productive sectors will grow moderately. Fixed capital formation will

stagnate and per capita consumption improve.

91. Although there is no comparison between the projected growth of 3.2

per cent in 1984 and the stagnation in both 1982 and 1983, the 1984 growth is

only slightly above the historical rate of 2.9 per cent between 1973 and 1983.

This average annual growth rate means that per capita income has not increased

during the past decade. Africa's GDP will be the same in 1984 as it was in

1980, while per capita GDP will be more than 10 per cent lower than 4 years

ago. In fact, projected per capita income will fall again in 1985.

92. On the external front, the current account deficit should widen ro ":

about 5.6 per cent of GDP in 1984. This overall figure includes an increasing

deterioration in the deficit of many oil-importing countries of the region.

For them, the current account positions remain under considerable strain. By

contrast, the current account deficit of African meuiliers of OPEC is expected to

disappear from a moderate deficit of $ 1.3 billion in 1983. Current account

prospects for 1985 are obviously subject to considerable uncertainties. The
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total amount of external debt of the region is expected to reach about $ 158

billion in 1984, while the projected public debt service ratio is expected to

fall from a peak of 22.4 in 1983 to 21 per cent of exports of goods and

services in 1984.

93 Fiscal and inflationary pressures are expected to be contained in the

framework of a gradual resumption of total demand. It is forecast that the

12.3 per cent increase in the consumer price index of the region in 1983 will

be followed by 12 per cent inflation rate in 1984.

Part II: Some Major Issues of Concern to Africa

2.1 Adjustment policies in African countries ll/

94. The fast deterioration in the economic and social conditions prompted

the majority of African countries to undertake far reaching reforms in their

economies to contain the situation and create the necessary conditions for

realizing higher growth.

A. Adjustment policies pursued by African countries

95. The range of domestic reform measures has been quite far reaching

involving exchange rate adjustment. fiscal and monetary measures, structural

changes - ranging from improving management levels to rehabilitating or suppor

ting the productive base particularly in agriculture - and institutional

reforms involving the role of public enterprises, the private sector. the

distribution channels and tax reforms. However, it is not only the range of

measures adopted but also the proper mix of these packages which should in fact

be the criteria for judging whether the advocated policies will at all help

realize stipulated objectives and targets. This will be examined in a perfor

mance framework in sectoon D below. This part will be devoted to highlighting

these policy measures ana the extent to which they have been applied by various

countries.

]1./ Based on the special study entitled "Adjustment policies in Africa" in
ECA's Survey of Economic and Social Conditions in Africa, 1982-1983.
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96. Exchange rate devaluation was one of the most widely used tools of

adjustment (stabilization) in 17 developing African countries during the past

few years.

97. African members of the Franc Area cannot change their exchange rate

unilaterally as their currencies are linked to the French Franc by a fixed

rate. Thus, the three devaluations of the French franc (by 3 per cent in

October 1981, by 5.7 per cent in June 1982 and by 2.5 per cent in March 1983)

carried with them automatic depreciation of the eFA franc by the same magni

tude. It is however to be noted that the adjustment instruments applied by the

members of the area are generally deflationary in nature, and include sur

charges and export subsidies.

98 Another policy instrument employed by African countries is demand

management engineered through budgetary reforms. Almost all countries have a

component of their adjustment programmes relating to specific targets on growth

of expenditure and revenue and related measures. Containment of expenditure is

high on the list.

99. Measures to increase revenue have also been ac tively pursued by a

large number of countries. Excise and customs duties on a wide range of

products were raised in addition to rises in taxes on travel and mineral

exports.

100. Some countries have taken action to increase farm prices in an effort

to stimulate production. This has often been supplemented bv policies which

significantly reduced the responsibilities of public marketing agencies and

encouraged the involvement of the private and co-operative sectors~

101. A small group of countries have undertaken, mostly through substan

tial IMF and World Bank support. elaborate structural reforms designed to

strengthen the domestic productive base particularly in agriculture and to help

provide favourable domestic conditions for strong export revival.

102. African OPEC members have their own set of problems and, likewise,

their particular adjustment approach. The substantial rises in oil prices in

1973/74 and 1979/80 resulted in huge resource transfers to these countries and

enabled them to embark on ambitious development programmes and in a country
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particularly in 1982 led to a large drop in oil p~jces and together with the

recessionary conditions in the developed countries which stifled demand for

oil. resulted in substantial decline in oil income for these countries. With

oil strongly related to fiscal positions in these countries, this development

led both to balance of payments and fiscal difficu1ties. Thus the adjustment

process in this group of countries first took the form of external short-term

borrowing, mostly from commercial banks. but when the situation showed no

promise of fast favourable ou t t urn , they came down heavily on imports and

adopted a wide range of austerity measures.

103. Along with undertaking domestic policy reforms many African countries

also resorted to external borrowing as a temporary relief measure or for

financing investment programmes. As a result the external debt of African

countries, particularly that contracted at commercial rates, soared in the past

few years. A major source of balance of payments relief has been obtained

through the IMF's facilities particularly high conditionality finance. (See

table 6). Use of IMF credit hy African countries rORe several-fold during the

last ten years. However, many countries have hesitated for a long time to make

use of regular Fund facilities even when they were under the most difficult

internal or external economic conditions because of differences in policy

analysis and the conditions imposed on drawings which many countries believe

are not just i f Led by the small quota resources made available to them. Hence

many countries used Fund facilities on]y as a last resort.

Table 6
High cond itionali ty progra.mme
(January 1978- January 1q84)

Length of Programme Number Per cent Amount
(SDR m)

Per cent

.. IT.

Up to 12 month
13 - 24
25 - 36

Total

Source: IMF surveys.

w

33
26
12
71

46.5
36.6
16.9

100.0

•

z 2.22
2 925
4 509
9 656

23.0
30.3
46.7

100.0

$44
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Evaluation of adjustment policies applied

104. As is seen from Section A, exchange rate depreciation has been used

by a fairly large number of African countries, particularly in connection with

Fund-supported programmes. There is however considerable debate as to whether

devaluation in countries like those of developing Africa will at all be the

right instrument for the fast restoration of growth and for bringing about the

desired improvement in the balance of payments. 1t is argued that the lags

between the change in relative prices and the translation of this change into

an increase in the level of activity, technological as well as socio-economic

factors normally hamper the pace and extent to which the released resources

could be absorbed. Thus deflationary policies combined with a devaluation may

lead to the freezing of the released resources rather than help utilize them

into production. Moreover, it is not an easy exercise to determine the 'opti

mal' exchange rate to be adopted for effecting the desirable relative price

structure even if the argument that many African currencies are overvalued is

accepted. However, devaluation will increase the revenue of exporters in local

currency and is expected to stimulate export production and work for external

equilibrium. A favourable world trade climate is nonetheless an important

condition for success. In particular, protectionist policies in industrialized

countries need to be relaxed or scraped altogether.

105. A major limitation of the adjustment programmes adopted through the

Fund support is their short-term orientation. As can be seen from table 6

above most of the Fund credit arrangements run for less than two years parti

cularly in the period 1981-1983 during which most of African adjustment program

mes were undertaken. African problems being mainly structural in nature,

require adjustment programmes of a structural nature and, as such, i.onger time

horizons for their implementation to bear fruits. Under the c Lrcumat.arriea , one

sees limited prospect of success for short-term programmes particularly when

they are tied to the type of conditions normally associated with IMF conc !»

tionality clauses.

106. As mentioned earlier the developing countries - and African ones are

no exception - tend to handle more than their due share of adjustment to

external shocks. The size of adjustment required, the conditions for support

which have to be met and the social cost of "waiting", often forced many coun

tries to sacrifice their vital economic and social objectives and unwillingly
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accept conditional support.

107. Ilow have these policy measures been effective in realizing stated

objectives can be traced by examining of the direction of change of the main

macro-economic variables which measure economic performance namely: 1) overall

growth; 2) budgetary operations; 3) domestic credit aggregates; 4) inflation;

and 5) Lhe balance of payments position. For this exercise available data for

developing Africa have been examined and presented in tables below.

108. A country by country evaluation of the adjustment programmes adopted

by the various African countries is beyond the present exercise largely because

of inavailability of data on all the specific targets of the programmes and on

their implementation, without which the utmost we can hope to reveal is the

direction of change of the broad macro-economic variables which reflect econo

mic performance. These performance parameters are broadly conceived within the

context of the following broad categories: (1) overall growth; (2) budgetary

operations; (3) domestic credit aggregates; (4) inflation; and (5) the balance

of payments position.

(i) Overall GDP growth

109. While we expect the policy packages to affect overall growth it

should also be recognized that in Africa many other factors, for example,

weather conditions, can influence final GDP performance. However, despite

these limitations we would expect that GDP could still indicate the direction

of change in these countries. Table 7 below summarizes growth performance in

African countries between 1976 and 1982. It is evident from this table that

the number of countries which experienced either negative growth or a fall in

per capita income has greacly increased since 1978. In 1982, for instance, 24

countries or about half those of the African region have witnessed dramatic

fall in their per capita income.
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Table 7
Growth performance 1976-1982

(frequencies)

Above 6 6-4 4 3 3 0 Less than 2.7 Negative

1976 21 5 5 6 18 12
1977 13 8 4 9 23 15
1978 14 8 6 11 15 10
1979 12 7 8 II 18 11
1980 13 4 8 13 23 11
1981 13 3 5 12 27 16
1982 5 10 7 13 24 14

Source: ECA secretariat.

(ii) Budgetary operations

1l0. Table 8 below shows the level of several important fiscal variables

as percentage of GDP for 28 African countries for which data are available for

the period 1980-1983. It is to be observed from these tables that while there

has been considerable effort in increasing or maintaining the ratio of revenue

to GDP in 23 out of the 28 countries examined, unfortunately this has been more

than offset by similar trends in current expenditure in about the same number

of countries. Often an increase in revenue has been matched by a concomitant

rise in ordinary expenditure. However, the fact that 20 countries maintained

or increased their capital expenditure is an indication that these countries

pursued growth orientated strategies. Moreover, in 13 out of 18 countries for

which data are complete the overall deficit either increased or at best re

mained virtually the same. In only five countries or less than one-third of

the sample considered have succeeded in lowering their overall budget deficit.

Table 8
Frequency table of budgetary operations, 1980-1983

Increased
or rnaintai- Falling No clear

Sample ned ratio ratio trend

Current revenue as
percentage of GDP 28 23 3 2

Current expend. as
percentage of GDP 28 24 3 1

Total expend. as
percentage of GDP 28 19 6 3

Capital expend. as
percentage of GDP 28 20 7 1

Overall deficit as
percentage of GDP 18 13 5

Source: ECA secretariat.
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Ill. Adjustment programmes followed by African countries, particularly IMF

supported ones, generally have specific targets relating to the structure of

credit and to monetary expansion. Table 9 below summarizes some of the main

observations relating to domestic credit behaviour during the period 1981-1983.

As could be seen from this table, African countries are actively reducing the

growth of credit in their economies, with the axe falling more heavily on the

private sector.

Table 9
Changes in Domestic Credit lndicators

(Per cent change from previous period)

Domestic Credit

Claims on Government

Claims on Private Sector

1981

19.8

27.3

18.2

1982

14.8

22.2

4.4

1983

1.5

-1.1

Source: Based on table V. B.l in ECA, Survey of Economic and Social Conditions
in Africa, 1982-1983, p , 89.

(iv) Inflation

112. Reduction of the inflation rate has been one of the main objectives

of the stabilization programmes of African countries. It should however be

recognized that inflation in developing countries is not strictly a demand

related phenomena, determined only by excessive domestic credit expansion.

Structural rigidities particularly in agriculture and distribution systems, and

imported inflation affecting the domestic cost structure are recognized as

major explanatory variables of price rises in developing countries. The role

of demand management in this context is to moderate the rate of expansion. The

limitations of the measurement of inflation through the use of consumer price

index are well known. In African countries in particular this index is

calculated mostly for urban centres only and is affected by the moderating

influence of subsidies which makes it an even poorer index of measurement of

the rate of change of inflation. This aside, it should be noted that on:y a

few African countries have in fact been able to lower their rates of inflation.

•
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(v) Balance of payments

113. The restoration of external balance has been a major objective of the

adjustment programmes in African countries. The main focus of the policy

measures pursued ",as to create conditions for the revival of export growth

particularly ",here real potential exists. Frequency data on trends in exports,

imports and the trade deficit are presented in tables 10-12 belo",. As can be

seen from table 10, only about 21 countries, out of the total of 49 countries

covered, ",ere able to raise or maintain the ratio of their exports to GOP

between 1975-78. The number. however, fell to only 15 countries in the period

1979-82. Only 7 countries were able to sustain their export grovt.n momentum

during the whole period.

Table 10
Frequency table of trends in exports as percentage of GOP

Rising or
maintained Falling

ratio ratio Unstable Total

1975-78 21 17 1 49
1979-82 15 24 10 49
1975-82 7 9 23* 49

Source: ECA secretariat.

* Includes 8 countries which improved in their performance in the 1979-1982
period.

114. To ",hat extent has adjustment been effected through the reduction or

maintenance of imports levels relative to GOP is examined with the help of

table 11 below. As can be noticed from this table while the number of coun

tries which maintained or raised their import ratios in the period 1975-1978 is

about the same as those which have maintained or increased their export ratios,

a larger number of countries have maintained or raised their imports than those

who have done similarly with respect to their exports during the period

1979-1982. Four countries only seem to have registered falls in import ratios

throughout this period, and 9 countries also saw their imVJrt ratios fall in

the period 1979-1982.
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1975-78
1979-82
1975-82

•
Table 11

Frequency table of trends in imports as percentage of GOP

Rasing or
maintained Falling

ratio ratio Unstable Total •
22 15 2 39
24 15 39
13 5 21* 39

Source: ECA secretariat.

* Includes 10 countries which improved on their performance in the 1979-19B2
period.

115. Considering trends in the trade balance it seems that trade deficits

became a more frequent phenomenon during the period under consideration. Only

B countries out of 30 countries for which data are complete have shown

•

surpluses in their trade account. Of the rest, 10 countries have shown

continuous rises in their trade deficits as ratios of GOP. •

Table 12
Frequency table of trends in trade deficit as percentage of GDP

1975-78
1979-82
1975-82

Rising or
maintained
proportion

20
17
10

Falling
proportion

10
13
3

Unstable

17*

Total

30
30
30

4

Source: ECA secretariat.

* Includes 7 countries which improved on their performance in the 1979-1982
period.

116. The preceding investigation suggests that adjustment packages so far

adopted by African countries have not been particularly successful in realizing

their stated overall objectives of restoring internal and external equilibrium

and effecting a resumption of steady growth. This is evidenced by the follo

wing:

(L) A large and growing number of countries are still showing

negative growth or witnessing considerable falls in their

per capita incomes;
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Budget deficits persisted and sometimes investment expen

diture is atfected;

Inflation is still high; few countries were able to lower

the rate of their price inflation;

Exports failed to grow due to both price and volume factors

while many countries had no option but to cut down their

imports thereby affecting new investment and the supply of

important inputs;

117. This unsatisfactory outcome can be traced to a number of factors.

Firstly, and most importantly, the adjustment programmes have not been quite

adapted to the task at hand. In particular. these programmes have not been

able to remove structural rigidities in African economies. Secondly, the

demand management measures seem to have affected investment programmes serious

ly in many countries. Thirdly. the international environment has not been

particularly favourable for the adjustment process of primary producers in

general and African ones in particular. The recessionary conditions in the

development countries lowered demand and thus prices for African products with

far reaching consequences for foreign exchange earnings, government revenue and

production. Fourthly, external assistance which was hoped for in order to

bridge the exchange gap is either not forthcoming in the right amounts, terms

and time or is linked to undertaking domest ic measures which many countries

find socially unacceptable. This general analysis should take into account the

fact that different countries pursued different adjustment policies which

resulted in varying degrees of suCCess. For a more complete assessment,

case-by-case studies will be necessary.

c. Appropriate policy mix for adjustment

118. The preceding analysis suggests a two-dimensional approach to rele

vant adjustment in developing African countries. The first relates to the

insulation of these countries from recession in developed countries. The

second deals with elements of appropriate adjustment given local and interna

tional situations.
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119. The need to insulate African countries as much as possible from the

possible impacts of recession in developed economies emanates from the nature

of adjustment which the latter follow when faced with recessionary conditions.

First, recession in these countries reduces demand for primary products pro

duced by Africa either directly or through lower income effects. Secondly,

there are strong protectionist pressures against the kind of simple manufac

tures produced by developing countries. The combined impact of this process

will be to reduce imports from developing African countries, thereby intensi

fying recessionary tendencies. Those most affected will be the producers of

the primary products themselves as well as potential employment ill the modern

industrial sector.

120. The question remains as to how African countries can succeed in

realizing this objective (maximum protection from spillover effects of reces

sion in industrialized countries). One direction is a world-wide co-operation

scheme for stabilizing commodity prices for the benefit of both developed and

developing countries. What should make this collective approach palatable in

the African context is the strong spirit of co-operation enshrined in the Lagos

Plan of Action. Such stabilization of prices, possibly through a buffer stock

arrangement, will ensure that investment in primary production will keep pace

with world requirements. At the domestic level, guaranteed prices could help

improve agricultural productivity and, if agricultural prices were linked to

industrial prices. agricultural price fi~ing will speed up the rate of expan

sion of both agriculture and industry.

121. Closely related to the first approach is the enhancement of economic

co-operation among African countries themselves as an instrument of collective

self-reliance. The opportunities provided by expansion of inter-regional trade

and supporting services, although admittedly long-term objectives, should in

the future ensure a large measure of insulation from global recession and an

additional impetus for the economic and social prosperity of the continent.

lZZ. Adjustment policies should ensure the removal of production and

distribution bottlenecks and create the conditions for sustained growth. In

our opinion the principal elements of programmes devised for application in an

African setting, should include policy packages for enhancing the productive

capacity of the economy as an essential condition for success. These should

include incentives for production, savings, investment as well as sectoral
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policies. Necessary conditions for growth are the improvement of the manage

ment of the national economies, deep reforms in the functioning of the public

sector, as well as the provision of sufficient incentives to private initia

tive.

123. The international community no doubt has a responsibility in helping

to realize the necessary conditions for the working of such schemes. First of

all, developed countries and other developing countries with structural balance

of payments surplus should undertake their fair share of the international

adjustment process. Secondly, they should also be able to provide substantial

concessional assistance because of the magnitude of the necessary policy

changes which African countries will not be able to handle unaided.

2. Agriculture and the food problem

124. Agriculture is still the mainstay of African economies. Agricultural

output accounts for between 30 to 60 per cent of their GDP. provides employment

to 65-75 per cent of the total labour force and contributes up to two-thirds of

the export earnings for most of them. In view of the overall predominance of

agriculture in most of the African economies. a poor performance in this sector

has often been one of the factors underlying the sluggish growth recorded by

countries of the region as a group in general. and those that rely on a few

export crops in particular.

125. Agricultural and food production in Africa registered a growth rate

of 2.7 per cent per annum in the 1960s. barely enough to match the 2.3 per cent

annual growth rate of the population. In the 1970s agricultural production

declined to 1.6 per cent per annum. while the growth rate of population jumped

to 2.9 per cent per annum. resulting in a negative 1.3 per cent growth of per

capita agricultural production. Food production for countries of the region

exhibited similar downward trends. According to FAO, food pro;>'\ction in the

1970s grew at a mere 1.5-1.7 per cent per annum compared with }.4 per cent

annual growth rate in the 1960s, resulting in a food gap in the ral.~e of 1.1

and 1.3 per cent per annum. During the period 1980-1983 food production ,howed

some improvement rising by 2.7 per cent in 1982 and remaining almost stag~'nt

in 1983. However, given the high rate of growth of population, per capita foo~

production during the 1980-1983 period must have failed to increase at best.
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l26. The overall poor performance in food production reflects the worse

ning situation in terms of widening gap between food demand and food production

experienced by all African countries except a few.

l27. Food production (cereals) for the region grew at 1.7 per cent per
14/annum during 1964-80. Furthermore, FAO data shows that cereal production

for countries of the region registered a significant decline in 1983 mainly as

a result of the abnormal ~eather after showing signs of revival during 1980-

have had to allocate an increasing share of their scarce export earnings

1982. In order to Cover the wiJening food deficit, countries of the region

to the

importation of food. The value of cereal import alone increased at an average

annual rate of 24.6 per cent between 1970 and 1979 to reach US $ 3.5 billion.

By 1981 the value of cereal import had reached a phenomenal US $ 5.8 billion

compared with US $ 666 million in 1971. For some low-income countries, food

import 1n 1970 and 1980 represented c l ose to SO per cent of their export

earnings from agriculture. While part of the high import bill can be attribu

ted to increase in prices, the volume increase is indicative of the shortfalls

in production.

128. The growing food deficit and the concomitant decline in the seH-
15/sufficiency ratio -- for the region as a whole raises serious concern over

the short and long term prospects in the face of mounting demand pressures that

stem from high population growth and rapid urbanization. The picture is even

bleaker for the low-income group among which are the drought stricken countries

of the Sahel. Cereal production for 24 countries.!.£.{ of the region most

affected by the drought fell from 19.7 million tonnes in 1981 to 16.2 million

tonnes in 1983. As a result, total cereal import requirements for the affected

member countries have heen estimated at 5.3 million tonnes, of which

14/ FAD, Food Outlook. January 1984.

15/

16{

Food self-sufficiency ratio (SSR) for countries of the region fell from 98
per cent in the 1960s to 86 per cent in the 1970s, and is expected to drop
further. World Bank Staff Working Papers: Sub-Saharan Agriculture; 1983.

The 24 countries most affected by the drought are: Angola, Benin.
Botswana, Cape Verde, Central African Republic, Chad, Ethiopia. The
Gambia. Ghana, Guinea, Guinea Bissau. Lesotho. Nali, Mauritania,
Mozambique. Sao Tome and Principe. Senegal, Somalia, Swaziland, Tanzania,
Togo, Upper Volta, Zambia and Zimbabwe.
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171 In addition, nearly
3-4 million tonnes are for emergency food aid alone.
US $ 100 million of external assistance will be needed to rehabilitate foodcrop

and livestock production in these countries.

129. The growing food deficit and the decline in agricultural production

are the result of several factors, both internal and external.

130. On the domestic front, climatic and ecological conditions have added

a greater incidence of low and irregular rainfalls to an already bad situation.

Arid and semi-arid zones with limited and erratic rainfalls cover some 400

million ha of land extending from North to West, and from East to Southern

f h ' F' h 'of the Sahel lJl.1 wh i, ch are theparts ate cont1nent. or e1g t countr1es -

most affected, drought alone was responsible for an estimated one third loss in

harvests and livestock in the 1970s. The early 19805 have registered somewhat

mixed results. Improvement in cereal production recorded in J981 and 1982 were

offset by sharp decline in 1983 and the projected fall in 1984. For instance,

according to an FAD report, the 24 African countries affected by the recurrent

drought in the Sahel and parts of East and Southern Africa have suffered two to

three years from severe food shortages and heavy livestock losses.

131. The rapid growth of the population in the region is another constrai

ning factor on Africa's ability to adequately feed herself. The rate of

population growth remains high in the face of insufficient food production and

imports, giving Africa disappointingly low self-sufficiency ratios and low per

capita dietary

responsible for

energy supplies. However, amid domestic factors, the most

the low agricultural performance has to do with countries'

domestic policies. Several countries proclaimed agriculture a priority sector

and food self-sufficiency was a target. But not enough was actually done to

effectively shift the terms of trade in favour of agriculture. Price

distortions especially unremunerative producer prices continued in several

countries, putting further strain on limited supplies. However, as several

countries undertake structural adjustment programmes under the World Bank and

the IMF, price distortions are likely to be reduced to minimum, which alone

would improve production substantially.

121 Africa Research Bulletin; Vol.21, N°l, January-February 1984, p.7148.

lJl./ The eight countries of the Sahel which are members of CILSS include: Cape
Verde, Chad, the Gambia, Mali, Mauritania, Niger, Senegal and Upper Volta.
Guinea and Nigeria have requested membership.
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132. Furthermore, not enough resources were alloca ted to investment in

agriculture in relation to the requirements. For instance, in 1981 official

commitments to agriculture narrowly defined (that is activities directly in

support of the agricultural sector) amounted to us $ 3 billion !~/ far below

the Lagos Plan of Action's target of US $ 4.4 billion per annum to meet Afri

ca's agricultural investment needs. Available data indicate that for most

countries' expenditures on agriculture has remained below 10 per cent since the

1960s. Even though the total flow of resources, especially aDA to agriculture

has actually increased over the last few years as a result of general concern

over the agricultural performance in African countries, the share of the expen

diture in the total has tended to fall.

133. As a result

given the low level of

of inadequate overall expenditure in agriculture, and

technology, the African region has registered the lowest

productivity (average yield per ha) as compared to other developing regions.

The "green revolution" or food self-sufficiency might remain empty slogans if

countries of the region do not restructure their agriculture and increase input

usage in order to raise productivity. Indeed FAa data show that Africa has the

lowest consumption of fertilizer (10 kg/ha) the lowest seed consumption (9 per

cent per annum), and the lowest energy usage in agriculture (0.5 gigajoules/

ha), most of which find their wav in the production of export crops. The use

of tractors is very limited. Emphasis on large scale farming at the expense of

small-holders has proved to be costly and unprofitable, whereas small farming

tend to be more efficient and account for the bulk of agricultural production.

Worse still, in several countries, good harvests get spoiled because of lack of

marketing and storage facilities and inadequate infrastructure. Finally,

agricultural policies in several member countries have been biased toward

export crops1 as these constitute important foreign exchange earners.

134. The major external factors include primarily those related to foreign

trade and financial assistance. First, the two oil shocks of the 1970s had the

adverse effects of raising the prices of manufactures, especially agricultural

machinery and other inputs, such as tractors, fertilizers and agro-chemicals,

which African countries import and rely upon to a certain extent for increasing

agricultural production.

1!i/ EGA: Apparent Discrepancy between Increasing Resource Allocation to
Food and Agriculture in Africa and the Declining Performance of the
Sector; February 1984, p.8.
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135. Second. the recent world recession and the consequent near collapse

of the commodities prices have dealt a blow to African agriculture. Prices of

most primary commodities are reported to have fallen in real terms to their
·l· 20/ f howest levels. since the Great Depression. -- For countries 0 t e region,

export of agricultural products (including. fisheries and forestry) dropped by

more than 16 per cent in 1981 alone. mainly as a result of lower commodity

prices. In the same year, coffee cocoa and tea which account for nearly one

half of their agricultural exports fell by more than 35 per cent. As a conse

quence. more and more member countries are drawing heavily and frequently on

their quotas under IMS's compensatory financing facility.

136. Continued world recession has been associated with reduced aid

budgets on the part of donor countries and reduced commitments for multilateral

concessionary financing under IDA VII, ADF III and STABEX.

137. In conclusion, the performance of agriculture for most countries of

the region has been declining for the last two decades and remains lower in

comparison with performance of other developing countries. And yet, Africa has

a known potential for agriculture and food production. Potential arable land
21/according to FAD, is estimated at 1.7 ha of land per person -- but only 0.53

ha per person is actually under cultivation. while less than 3 per cent of the

cultivated land is under irrigation compared with over 6 per cent in Latin

America and over 25 per cent in Asia.

138. The outlook for agricultural and food production in most African

countries is not bright for the immediate future even though some increase in

output can be obtained by simply expanding the area under cultivation. However

for the medium- and long-term, the downward trend or stagnation can be miti

gated by a careful design and implementation of appropriate policies to correct

the past mistakes in accordance with measures spelled out in the Lagos Plan of

Action. Among these, particular emphasis should be placed on rapidly provi

ding: (L) adequate farm credit facilities; (f.t ) appropriate producer prices

regularly under review for adjustments, (iii) sufficient supply and timely

delivery of inputs. (iv) adequate marketing, infrastructural and storage

facilities and (v) effective extension services.

3Q/ Group of 77, The Buenos Aires Platform. Buenos Aires, June 1983.

~/ ECA. ECA and Africa's Development: 1983-2008, Addis Aooba. April
1983.
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139. For the long run, regional countries should consider agricultural

training programmes, agro-meteological research and the application of

appropriate technology and scientific research for the eradication of tropical

animal and plant diseases. Research should also center on ways to expand

cultivated area through irrigation. Increased efficiency in agricultural

planning and budgeting, as well as project supervision will boost production;

similarly the strengthening of regional co-operation and expanded regional food

strategy cannot be over-emphasized.

140. Finally, for countries of the Sahel, as well as countries of East and

Southern Africa that are most affected by the drought, extended financial and

technical assistance aside from emergency food aid must be mobilized urgently

from regional and non-regional sources to halt the fast growing food deficits

which threaten millions of human lives. For such an assistance to be

effective, it ",ill have to be highly co-ordinated and should complement and

reinforce efficient domestic policies and COmmon regional strategies.

3. The energy problem

141. Economic development requires increased use of energy, particularly

in the industrial and transport sectors. When it is considered that Africa's

share of world industrial production was only 0.9 per cent in 1980, there is

certainly scope for future increase in this share. Further, the present small

scale industrial planta are bound to grow into heavy plants which will require

more energy supplies. According to an energy report, a 1 per cent growth in

GDP for developing countries has been accompanied by a I per cent increase in
22/energy consumption over the period 1973-83. -- This is the period of high oil

'prices when industrial users of energy were operating at less than full capaci

ty due to the current recession. When energy prices are relatively 10"', such

as ",as the case during 1960-1973, 1 per cent increase in GDP waS accoupanied by

1.2 per cent increase in energy use.

142. Thus, the prospects for rapid industrialization and gro"'th in trans

portation in Africa will depend heavily on availability and the cost of energy

supplies. There are two problems facing African countries with respect to

energy availability. First, there is the immediate facet of the problem

~I The World Bank; op.cit., p.29.
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originating in the sharp oil price increase" in 197:\ and 1979. This problem

was magnified by the increases in prices of food grains and manufactures. In

particular, the crisis has been felt in the foreign exchange position of

African countries. Some 15 African coun t r i e s for whi ch comparable data is

available registered oil import bill/exports ratios ranging from 3 per cent to

13 per cent in 1973. By 1982, the ratios ranged from 2 per cent to 70 per

cent. When this development is combined with the rapidly rising debt service

payments t as observed above, it is clear that many of the African countries are

going through a very painful process of adjustment. The rising petroleum

import bill has diverted scarce foreign exchange away from importation of

capital goods and inputs for can t I nued development. 'Ihe need to import food

stuffs has also increased alarmingly, resulting in additiclnal strain on foreign

exchange reserves of member countries.

143. The per capita growth rate of energy consumption fell from 5.4 per

cent per year during the \960s to 4.9 per cent in 1970s. Total consumption of

energy by member countries increased from 20.38 million metric tonnes (unit of

coal equiva lent) in 1960 to 42.62 million mt in 1970 and 88.28 mill ion mt in

1980. This implies a slight declereration from 7.7 per cent growth r<lte in the

1960s to 7.6 per cent in the 1970s.

144. However, petroleum import as a percentage of commercial energy

consumption has remained fairly high fluctuating around an average of 6.5 per

cent in 1978. Q/ For oil importing middle income countries of Africa, oil

imports covered 56 per cent of their commercial energy needs while the figure

is even higher (82-90 per cent) for low-income countries. The main explanation

of this high dependence on petroleum as a source of energy has been the low oil

prices relative to the prices of other forms of energy that prevailed prior to

the first oil shock of 1973. As a result of this situation developing coun-

tries had no incentive to seek and develop a I ternative sources of energy.

There is a body of evidence to show that generally, countries with low CDP tend

to have a high elasticity of energy consumption with respect to CDP. 'l!!../ This

situation of energy dependence on the part of oil importing nations as a whole

is exacerbated by the low elasticity of demand for petroleum in the face of

23/
24/

The World Bank: Accelerated Development
L. Mihaitovitch et J.J. Pluchert;
Strategies. Arman Colin, 1978.

in Sub-Saharan Africa, 1981.
Energie Mondiale: Les Nouvelles



rising oil prices. The above phenomenon is larg~ly attributed to the lack of

reliable energy alternatives, or the failure to develop alternative sources of

energy and the na t11 reo of the avaLlab l e techno logy,

145. It is therefore not sn rp r i s ing to set' lh<lt the f ou rr t o l d increase in

oil prices in 1973-1YJ4 and the <ub s e qu en t doub l i ng of prices in lY7Y r e su l t ed

in soaring o i l import hills for oil importing mernb e r coun t r i e s , The heavy

strain on scarce foreign exchange resources is il1usttated hv the increase in

the ratio of petroleum import to the export earnings of regional countries.

averaging fd per cent, and the j i.gu r e s range between 60-70 per cent for some

low-income oil importers in 198i.

146. Countries with a poor export pe r f o rrnanr e and those least developed

were the most hard hit by t he rising cost of oil. The IH~ilVV dependence on

imported oil to meet the energy r equ i rernen t s is hence on e of the major factors

accounting for the widening balance of payments gaps and the soaring levels of

external debts of member countri~s.

147. The increase in energy, pa r t l cu Lar Ly oi 1 con surnp t i on was needed to

sustain the high level of economic activity - including industrialization,

enjoyed during the 1960s and part of the 1970s. The main ~ectors of high fuel

demand were transport followed by industry ~ and together they accounted for

over 80 per cent of commercial energy consumption in Africa. 251 The transport

sector alone accounted for well over 50 per cent of the energy rise while

industry (mining and manufacturing) accounted for over 20 per cent. Finally~

the agricultural se~tor accounted for less than 10 per cent of the commercial

energy consumed in member countries. This figure utteRts to the low level of

mechanization of African agriculture and its concomittant low productivity

given the limited use of power and fertilizer, as already pointed Qut.

148. Given the low level of development in the At r i.ca region, it is not

surprising that more than 50 per cent of the total energy consumption is made

up of non-commercial or traditional type of energy and this share appears to be

rising due to the increase in price of substitutes. Fuelwood and products are

used extensively for cooking purposes. especially by the ru r a I population.

'l:ll ADB Group, Energy Policy and Planning in Africa, Unpub lishcd Paper ~ June
1983.
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However, the disturbing fact is that the rate of fuelwood consumption tends to

exceed the renewal rate given an expanding population. The result is a higher

rate of deforestation leading to firewood shortages in many parts of the

region. The external costs of deforestation in the form of soil erosion,

insufficient cloud moistures, saturation of lakes and even desertification have

only started to be felt by member countries and measures should be taken to

rectify the situation or at least to minimize such negative externalities.

Policy measures to this effect would have to include an improved forest

management and reforestation programme on the supply side, while influencing

the demand through conservation, better re-stocking and introduction of more

efficient cooking techniques. Rural electrification programmes have their

merit in providing a better substitute to firewood, hence reducing the risk of

deforestation.

149. The prospects for reversing the trends in the next two to three years

are not encouraging given the absence of substitutes and conservation measures,

The slight deceleration observed in the growth of energy demand in countries of

the region is largely attributed to the general economic recession. As the

delayed recovery in industrial countries begins to pick momentum, member

countries will increase their demand for commercial energy to spur the expected

moderate growth.

150. The heydays of cheap oil are over. Even assuming no further oil

price increase in the course of the year ~/ the current levels of oil prices

are still high enough to absorb a sizeable but slowly decreasing share of

member countries export earnings.

151. The prices of oil are, however, expected to rise, at least moder&~ely

in the medium term as OPEC's production remain fairly stable while current

stocks decline from their glut levels. This upward pressure on oil prices will

also be fueled by the rising world demand stemming from the recovery.

152. The second and most fundamental facet of the energy problem concerns

the need for change in the structure of energy production, for both energy

importers and exporters, in order to reduce the dependence on petroleum whose

costs have suddenly become a major component of the total cost of production.

~/ IMF - World Economic Outlook, Washington D.C., 1983.
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153. The main thrust of this policy orientation will consist in govern

ments of member countries intensifying their efforts to increase and diversify

the sources of energy in accordance with the objectives set by the Lagos Plan

of Action. One long-term approach is the development of cheaper and more

available alternative sources of energy such as natural gas and coal. This of

course calls for heavy investment which will certainly require external finan

ce, technology and skills.

154. Furthermore, since Some African countries have oil reserves, either

known or potential, another long term approach is to increase investment in oil

exploration. As with other sources of energy, this alternative is very costly

indeed. Given the limited internal capital resource base, most of the finance

for this would have to come from outside.

155. The first such source is cash from the oil industry in the North. It

is reported that the North Oil Industry is beginning to be interested in

investing in developing countries. On the part of the African countries,

measures would have to be taken to induce such an inflow of finance. Efforts

should also be deployed for establishing the proposed African Energy Commis

sian. Secondly, the alternative of borrowing from the international capital

markets is not very encouraging if the present debt situation is to persist.

Third, Multilateral Development Finance Institutions (MDFIs) such as the

African Development Bank and the World Bank could be an important source.

Given additional resources, these institutions could assist more significantly

than at present. Fourth, the MDFIs could co-finance such projects with the

private sector. However, the former would have to shoulder part of, or all the

risks involved in these projects. Finally, a combination of the above

alternatives could also be investigated.
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156. Africa has known potential reserves for the various c omme r c LoI types

of energy as depicted below.

Tab Ie 13
Energy reserves in Africa

Source

Hydropower
Uranium
Petroleum
Natural gas
Coal

Estimated
Reserve£>

200, 000 M1~

1.7 million tons
55 billion barrelH
208 billion cuhic teet
88.5 million tons

Per cent of
wo r I d power
reserves

35.4
2.5
8.5
7.9
i , 16-3

Source: ECA - Status of Energy Resources in Africa, December 1<,)82.

157. The above figures attest to the availability of sub s t ant i aj proven

reserves of commercial energy resources aside from the known r enewab l e sources

such as solar geothermal, wind, biogas energy and t r ad it i ona l sources. But

most importantly, the figures reveal, on the one hand , the necessity to shift

the structure of production towards potential subst i t u t e s , and on the other

hand. the need for potential and actual crude oil producers to intensify

exploration. For instance, several member countries are known potential

producers of various oil substitutes whose production costs compare favourably

with the cost of crude oil production. These oil a 1t.e r ua t i.ve s include hydro
27/

power. -" natural gas and c081.

158. And yet. the p r e s en t pattern in commercia L energy production should

be a cause for concern if no concert~d action is taken to ~reak it. lndeed.

the rising predominance of oil as R proportion of Africa's energy production is

indicative of the general lack of policy for developing oil substitutes. This

is. in large part due to the need to export oil in order to raise foreign

exchange earnings, and to the low capacity to locally process the crude oil.

159. To-date Africa's share of world oil production avera~es around 8 per

cent. The number of non-OPEC African countries that are becomjng net oil

27/ Africa is estimated to hold some 35.4 per cent of world proven reserves of
hydropower, but only 5 per cent has been developed - IBRD Staff Working
Paper: Energy Options and Po l.tcy lssu~s in Developing Countries.
Washington D.C .• 1979.



producers t s increasing: In 1Y81. the four 0Pf,C rnemb e r c oun t r i e s t oge t he r

•

produced 172.9 million tons of oil: or a 38.4h pe r cen t fall from the 239.4

million tans the p rev i ous year. In contrast, the e i ~llt non-OPEC member eoun-
28/ •

tr.ies - together increased their production frnlr.JO.6 million tons in 19BO

to 54.7 million t orrs in 1981 wh i cu represent:__ R.l pc r cent growth rate. Two

more count r I e s are IH..c Ly cand i d a t c s pending the r e su l t s o f current ~xrlora

tions.

!::il The eight non-OPE.C member countries listed d~ producing oil are: Egypt.
Angola. Tunisia. Cameroon, Congo. Zaire, the ivory COi1~t and Ghana, in
that artier; efr. Marches Tropicaux, November 1'182.

,.. $4. p .-




